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Introduction
BK3024 Assembly Instructions
Introduction
The objective of this manual is to supply detailed instructions on
how to assemble BK3024 from receiving it to testing it before use.
As there are several BK3024 models and versions, it is important to
point out that, there will instructions interspersed in the assembly steps.
Some images may not correspond exactly to the model that is being
assembled; however the information is of an identical procedure.
Follow closely the instructions given in this manual to assemble
BK3024 in a correct and safe manner.

BK3024 MUST BE ASSEMBLED BY A QUALIFIED MECHANIC.
USE ONLY APPROPRIATE TOOLS TO ASSEMBLE IT.
ATTENTION

BK 3024
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Receiving BK3024
BK3024 is packaged in a container and sent to the
customer with the parts disassembled.
Some parts will have to be assembled upon receiving
BK3024.

Removing disassembled parts
Remove the fan and complement box located at the
front of the sprayer.

box

Remove the tires that are attached to both left and
right sides of the sprayer.

If you cannot hold the tire while removing it, do not try to
hold it, on contrary, let it fall.
ATTENTION
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Removing the accessories
To start removing the accessories it is necessary to
unfold the spray booms.

spray boom

Before removing the spray booms from the box and unfolding
them, make sure the safety strap or chain and the hoist tackle
used are of good quality, and can bear the boom weight.
ATTENTION

Pass the safety strap or chain around the spray boom
(section 1) and hang it to the hoist tackle.

hoist tackle

safety strap

Unfold the spray boom (section 1) and keep it at 45º
degrees in relation to the sprayer.

BK 3024
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Removing the parts
Remove the branches and channels attached to
section 2.

section 2

branches and channels

Pass the safety strap or chain around section 2 as
shown beside. Make sure the strap or chain is fastened
on two places on section 2.

Remove section 2.

section 2

Repeat the instructions above for the other side of the
boom.
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Removing the parts
Lower the platform ladder and position it for use (detail
A).

ladder

A

Remove the chemical mixer.

Remove the accessory box.

Remove the PPE compartment.

BK 3024
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Accessory Box
Accessory Box
You will find in the accessory box the operator’s manual and some items which will be used in the assembly,
and later in the sprayer.

Open the box, remove the accessories and keep
them at hand.

Picture of the accessories you will find in the box. It is worth reminding that depending on
the sprayer model, some accessories may be included or not in the accessory box.
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Removing the parts
Loosen the bolts fastening the support that is used to
transport the booms.
support

Remove the support.

Assembling the boom supports

boom supports

Make sure the boom support is set at the working
position.

Pass a safety strap or chain around the boom support
and hang it on the hoist tackle.

BK 3024
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Assembling the handrail
Loosen and remove the fastening bolts from boom
support.

Use the hoist tackle to lift the boom support and position it at the working position.

working position

Assembling the handrail
handrail support

Insert the four clamps in the support of the platform
handrail.
clamps

Place the handrail on the support.

12
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Assembling the level indicator
Tighten the clamp nuts to fasten the handrail to the
sprayer chassis.

The handrail is fastened in three places according to
the illustration beside.

handrail

B

Assembling the level indicator

Remove the protective plastic from the level indicator
and place it on the sprayer left side (detail C).

There are two places next to the tank opening (left
side) where the level indicator and the hose will be installed.

BK 3024
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indicator
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hose
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Assembling the level indicator
Install the level indicator on the tank upper part and
tighten the fastening bolt.

Attach the level indicator hose on the tank upper
part.

Picture of the level indicator and hose installed on
the tank upper part.

Fasten the level indicator on the tank lower part.
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Assembling the level indicator
Attach the tank hose to the level indicator sensorl.
sensor

tank hose

Connect the electrical cable harness of the level
indicator.

Picture of the level indicator assembled.

level indicator
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Assembling the scraper
Assembling the scraper
Locate the supports where the scraper is going to be
installed on section 1 of the spray boom.

support to fasten the
scraper

Picture of the scraper.
scraper

Insert the bolt with a flat washer in the supports

flat washer

bolt

Install the scraper on section 1 supports (detail D) of
the spray boom.
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Assembling the lock
Fasten the scraper to the support with nut and lock
nut

nut

lock nut

Assembling the lock
Install section 1 lock of the spray boom.

lock

section 1

Position section 1 lock at 660 mm from the cylinder support according to the illustration beside.

660 mm

Fasten the lock to the section with clamps.

clamps

BK 3024
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Frame and complements
Frame

Pass a safety strap or chain around the frame and
hang it on the hoist tackle.

frame

Locate the frame activation cylinder on both left and
right sides.

frame cylinder

Note that there is a spacer between the cylinder and
the support.

support
cylinder

spacer
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Frame and Complements
Remove the fastening bolts from the spacer.

Remove the spacer.

spacer

After removing the spacer from both left and right
sides, lower the frame slowly until the support touches
the cylinder.

cylinder

support

Picture of the support touching the cylinder. In this
position, the frame is lowered all the way.

BK 3024
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Assembling the booms
Assembling the booms
Install section 2 on section 1.

section 1

To install section 2 on section 1, it is necessary to use
both joint unions.

joint unions

Remove both bolts from the joint unions.

bolt
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Assembling the booms
Remove the bushing from the joint union.
bushing

Install the joint union on the upper and lower parts of
section 1.

joint union

place to
install the joint union

After installing the joint union on section 1, insert
the bushings.

bushing

Picture of the joint union with the bushings inserted.

bushing

BK 3024
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Assembling the booms
Apply high torque locking adhesive on the joint union
bolts.

To fasten the joint union on section 1, insert the bolts
into the bushing according to the illustration beside.

Tighten the fastening bolts of the joint union.

Picture of the joint unions assembled on section 1.

joint union
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Assembling the booms
Pass a safety strap or chain around section 2 and lift
it with a hoist tackle to install it on section 1 more easily.

section 2

To install section 2 on section 1, place the joint pin on
the lower and upper parts.

section 1
pin

section 2

Picture of the joint pin inserted.

BK 3024
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Assembling the booms
Use a bolt with a lock washer and a bushing to lock
the joint pin.
bushing

lock washer

Insert the bolt into the joint pin.

bolt

Tighten the bolt to fasten the joint pin.

Install the upper part of section 2 on section 1
through the main articulating arm.

articulating arm

.
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Assembling the booms
Insert the joint pin.
joint pin

Insert the bolt with flat washer and bushing to lock
the joint pin.

Insert a flat washer and nut to fasten the bolt.

Tighten the fastening bolt of the joint pin.

BK 3024
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Assembling the booms
Picture of section 2 attached to section 1.

On section 1, remove the fastening bolts from the
cylinder.

cylinder pin

To avoid contaminating
the hydraulic circuit, only
remove the protective
plug from the dosing nipple before connecting the
ATTENTION hydraulic hose.

Install the activation cylinder of section 2. The
cylinders are included in the sprayer fan box.
cylinder

Note that there are markings (detail E) to connect
the hydraulic hoses more easily.

E
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Assembling the booms
Section 2 lock.

Place the lock on the upper part of section 2.

Place the clamps to fasten to lock on the section.

clamp

The lock must be placed at a distance of 150 mm
from the end of section 2.

lock

150 mm

section 2

BK 3024
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Assembling the booms
After making sure the lock is in the correct position,
tighten the clamp nuts to fasten the lock on section 2.

Remove the bolts from the stop.

stop

bolts

Note that there is a support to install the stop on section 1. The bolts which were removed from the stop must
be inserted in the support according to the illustration
beside.

bolts

support
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Assembling the booms
Install the stop on the support.

Tighten the bolts to fasten the stop.

Picture of the stop assembled.

stop

Install section 3 on section 2. Note that there are four
holes at the end of section 2 (detail F).

F

section 2

BK 3024
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Assembling the booms
Picture of section 3.

section 3

Insert both bolts into section 2 according to the illustration beside.
bolts

Install section 3 on section 2.

30
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Assembling the booms
Insert the nuts on both upper bolts. Start fastening
the nut by hand. Fit the joint support into the adjustment
bolt.

joint support

adjustment
bolt
Insert the two bolts to fasten the joint support. Use a
nut and lock nut to fasten them.

Tighten the fastening bolts of the joint support.

BK 3024
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Assembling the booms
Picture of section 3 fastened on section 2.

Assemble the boom unlock bar on section 3 of the
spray boom.

boom
unlock
bar

section 3

Insert the clamps with the supports to fasten the boom
unlock bar on section 3.

clamp

support
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Assembling the booms
Insert the bushings to fasten the clamp.
bushing

Insert the flat washer and the nut to fasten the clamp.
Start fastening the nut by hand.
flat washer

nut

Tighten the nuts to fasten the clamps.

Picture of the boom unlock bar assembled on section
3.
boom
unlock
bar

BK 3024
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Assembling the booms
Install the branch protector of section 3. Fasten it with
clamps. Follow the same fastening procedure for the skid
described previously.

protector

Picture of the branch protector and the boom unlock
bar assembled on section 3.

boom
unlock bar

protector

After fastening the skid and the protector, put protectors over the clamps as shown in the illustration beside.

protetor
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Assembling the booms
Install the other branch protectors on section

section 2

2.

branch protectors

Attach the spray hoses to the boom.
spray hoses

Run the spray hose through the supports on the boom.

support

Check where the hoses must run along the sections.

hoses

BK 3024
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Assembling the fans
Picture of section 3 spray hose.

Attach the spray hose between sections 2 and 3.

section 2

section 3

Assembling the fans
Picture of fan and components box.

Remove the sides of the box.
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Assembling the fans
Pass a safety strap or chain around the fans and
hang it on the hoist tackle. Position the fans behind the
sprayer to install them more easily as shown on illustration
beside.

fans

Use the hoist tackle to remove the fans from the box
and take them to the supports (detail H) located on the
sprayer frame.

H

frame

Install the fan assembly on the sprayer fan supports
(Fig. 1).
Fig.1

support

BK 3024
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Assembling the fans
Picture of the fan assembly installed.

Put the fastening clamps and plate. Next, put the
lock washer and the nut.
plate

clamp

Tighten the clamp fastening nuts.

Attach the hydraulic hoses to the fan assembly right
side.
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Assembling the fans
Remove the plugs from the fan hydraulic hose fittings.

fittings

Remove the plugs from the hydraulic hoses.

plugs

Attach the hydraulic hose.

Tighten the clamps to fasten the hydraulic hose.

BK 3024
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Assembling the fans
Attach the other hydraulic hose. Start fastening it by
hand.

Tighten the hose fastening nut.

Picture of the fan assembled.

On the frame upper part, remove the fastening
bolts from the joint pins (detail I).

40
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Assembling the fans
Install the steel cable support (the steel cable supports
are included in the accessory box).

steel cable
support

Tighten the bolt to fasten the steel cable support.

Picture of the support assembled.

steel cable
support

BK 3024
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Assembling the fans
Install the fan angle brace on the frame.
angle-brace

Fasten the angle brace on the upper part (detail
1) and lower part (detail 2) with clamps.
clamp

1

Picture of the angle brace assembled.

42
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Replacing the wheels
Replacing the wheels
Iron wheels are used to transport the sprayer in containers. Remove them to prepare the sprayer for use.

ATTENTION

iron wheel

Before replacing the sprayer wheels, make sure the safety
strap and the hoist tackle used are of good quality and can
bear the sprayer weight.

Pass the safety strap around the sprayer axle and
hang it on the hoist tackle.

protection

Use a protection (such as a cardboard)
between the safety strap and the tank.

NOTE

safety
strap

Loosen the wheel fastening nuts.

BK 3024
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Replacing the wheels
With the safety strap hung on the hoist tackle, lift one
of the sprayer sides and remove the fastening nuts and
the iron wheel.

Install the sprayer original wheel. Make sure the tire
tread pattern faces the opposite direction the sprayer is
going to move.

While assembling the tire to the wheel, if
cannot hold it, do not try to hold it, on the
contrary, let it fall.

NOTE

After the wheel is installed, tighten the fastening nuts.
Repeat the previous instructions for the wheel on the
other side.

The wheel fastening nuts must be tightened to a 450
N.m. torque.
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Assembling the hitch and the jack
Assembling the hitch and the jack
Assembling the hitch and the jack.

Pass the safety chain around the hitch, hang it on
the hoist tackle and lift the sprayer.

Place the jack in the rest position.
jack

Picture of a ring-type hitch.
hitch

BK 3024
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Assembling the hitch and the jack
Remove the cotter pin.
cotter pin

Remove the castle nut.

castle nut

Remove the flat washer.

flat washer

Picture of the hitch disassembled.
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Assembling the hitch and the jack
Attach the hitch to the sprayer chassis.

Push the hitch until it touches the sprayer chassis according to the illustration beside.

Insert the flat washer.

Insert the castle nut. The castle nut should be tightened by hand until the end.

BK 3024

flat washer

castle nut
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Assembling the PTO Shaft
Insert the cotter pin.

cotter pin

Picture of the hitch assembled.

After assembling the hitch, start assembling the PTO
Shaft.

Assembling the PTO Shaft
Picture of the PTO Shaft.
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Assembling the PTO Shaft
Attach the PTO Shaft cover to the sprayer.

PTO Shaft cover

Note that there is a bolt on one of the PTO Shaft sides
(detail 1). Attach this side (1) to the sprayer.

Remove the bolt from the PTO Shaft.

bolt

Attach the PTO Shaft 1 to the sprayer.

PTO Shaft 1

BK 3024
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Assembling the PTO Shaft
Attach the PTO Shaft by connecting one part to the
other. Push the PTO Shaft 2 until it touches the PTO Shaft
1.
PTO Shaft 1

PTO Shaft 2

Insert and tighten the bolts to fasten the PTO Shaft
cover.

Picture of the PTO Shaft cover assembled.

PTO Shaft cover

Picture of the PTO Shaft assembled.
PTO Shaft
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Assembling the chemical mixer
Assembling the chemical mixer

place to install the
chemical mixer

Install the chemical mixer on the sprayer left side.

Remove the protective plastic from the chemical
mixer.

Note that there are two joint pins on one of the chemical mixer sides.

joint pin

Remove these joint pins.

BK 3024
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Assembling the chemical mixer
Position the chemical mixer as shown beside to make
its assembly easier.

Attach the articulating arm to the chemical mixer
lower part and insert the joint pin.

articulating arm

Attach the other articulating arm to the upper part
and insert the joint pin.

joint pin

Insert the bolt to fasten the joint pin.

bolt
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Assembling the chemical mixer
Tighten the bolt to fasten the joint pin.

Attach the pressure hose to the chemical mixer.
This is the hose which connects the five-way valve to the
chemical mixer.

Attach the tank hose to the five-way valve.

5-way valve

Attach the return hose.

return hose

BK 3024
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Assembling the in-line filters
Insert the clamp to fasten the return hose.

clamp

Place the chemical mixer on the transport position
according to the illustration beside.

Assembling the in-line filters

in-line filter

To transport the sprayer, the in-line filters are moved
to the inside of section 1.

For sprayers with 4 in-line filters, remove the body of
one of the in-line filters as shown in detail 1.

NOTE

54

The number of in-line filters depends on
the type of spraying control used on
the sprayer: 6-way Masterflow Control
(3 in-line filters) or 8-way (4 in-line filters).

filter body

1
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Assembling the in-line filters
Loosen the fastening bolts from the in-line filters support clamps.
clamp

Hold the in-line filters parallel to the spray boom according to the illustration beside.

Tighten the clamp bolts to fasten the in-line filter in
the correct position.

Hold the other in-line filter assembly parallel to the
spray boom.

BK 3024
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Assembling the in-line filters
Move the in-line filter assembly to the center of the
space on the boom (approximately 29 mm between the
clamp and the space) according to illustration beside.
29 mm

When the in-line filter assembly is in the correct position, tighten the bolts to fasten the clamp.

Attach the filter body which was removed earlier.

filter body
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Assembling the in-line filters
Start fastening the filter body by hand.

Use an appropriate wrench (check in the accessory
box) to tighten the filter body.

Cut off the clamps fastening the spray hoses to section
1.

NOTE

marking

There are markings showing where to
attach the hoses to the in-line filters (for
example: attach hose number “1” to filter
number “1”).

Picture of in-line filters assembled.

in-line
filter

BK 3024
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Assembling the central boom
Assembling the central boom

central boom

Remove the protective plastic from the central boom.

Locate the electrical cable harnesses on the sprayer
rear part, next to where the central boom will be installed.

cable harnesses

Cut off the clamps fastening the electrical cable
harness to the sprayer chassis.

Picture of the electrical cable harnesses.

cable harnesses
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Assembling the central boom
Disassemble the central boom support.

Locate where the central boom support (detail J) will
be fastened on the fixed frame.

J

Install the central boom support.
central boom
support

Insert the bolts to fasten the support.

BK 3024
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Assembling the central boom
Insert the lock washer and nut in the two fastening
bolts.

Tighten the fastening bolt nuts.

Picture of the central boom support assembled.

support

Install the central boom on the angle brace.

60
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Assembling the central boom
Attach the clamp with bolts to fasten the central
boom to the support.

clamp

Center the central boom. Leave 425 mm between
the end of the boom and the clamp.

425 mm

Picture of the central boom centered.

Turn the central boom to position it with
the spray nozzles are at the working position.

BK 3024
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Assembling the lights
Tighten the clamp bolts that fasten the central boom
on the support.

Picture of the central boom at the correct working
position.

central boom

Assembling the lights

Remove the protective plastic from the
lights.

Place the light at the end of the central boom.

62
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Assembling the lights
Position the light 110 mm from the end of the central
boom according to the illustration beside.

110 mm

Tighten the bolts to fasten the light clamp.

Connect the electrical cable harness.

Run the electrical cable harness through the hooks
(detail L) located along the central boom support. Use
clamps (detail M) to fasten the electrical cable harness
to the central boom.

M

L

BK 3024
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Assembling the Vortex canvas to the central boom
Picture of the lights assembled.
llights

Assembling the Vortex canvas to the central boom
Cut off the clamps fastening the Vortex canvas on
the central boom.
Vortex canvas

Picture of the canvas which will be attached to the
Vortex system fans.

Place the canvas in the fan.
fan

canvas
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Assembling the Vortex canvas to the central boom
Picture of the canvas assembled on the fan.

Use the deflector strap to fasten
the canvas on the fan.

deflector strap

After assembling the canvas to the fan, place the
deflector strap.

deflector strap

Tighten the bolt to fasten the deflector strap.

BK 3024
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Assembling the branches
Picture of the Vortex canvas assembled on the fan.

Assembling the branches
Remove the protective plastic from the branches.

There are supports to fasten the branches (detail N)
on every spray boom section.

66
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Assembling the branches
Locate the existing supports on the branches (detail
O).
O

Remove the bolts from the branch supports.

bolts

Install the branch on the section with the bolts removed from the branch supports.

Tighten the fastening bolts.

BK 3024
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Assembling the branches
Detail of the branch fastened to the section.

fastening

Picture of the branch assembled to section 3
of the spray boom.

Attach the chemical hoses to the branch.

Picture of the chemical hose attached to the branch.
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Assembling the branches
Locate on the sprayer rear part the chemical hoses
that will be connected to the central boom.

central boom
hoses

Attach the hoses to the central boom.

Picture of the chemical hoses (detail P) attached to
the central boom.
P

central boom

BK 3024
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Assembling the Vortex canvas to the booms
Assembling the Vortex canvas to the booms
After assembling the branches, install the Vortex
canvas.

Cut off the clamps fastening the vortex canvas.

Picture of the canvas ready to be installed.
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Assembling the Vortex canvas to the booms
Note that there are several cords at the end of the
canvas that will be used to tie one canvas to the other
internally and externally.

Take apart the plastic caps of canvas fastening cords
according to the illustration beside.

The canvas of section 2 must be placed inside the
canvas of section 3. Fasten them with the cords.

section 2

section 3

Use the cords to fasten the canvas externally.

BK 3024
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Assembling the Vortex canvas to the booms
Detail of the Vortex system canvas fastened (detail
Q).
Q

Note that there is a Velcro strap (detail R) on the other
side of the vortex system canvas of section 2 that will be
used to fasten the canvas around the articulating arm.

R

Picture of the canvas fastened with the Velcro strap
between sections 1 and 2. The canvas of section 1 should
be placed inside the canvas of section 2. Follow the
previous instructions.

section 2

section1
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Assembling the Vortex canvas to the booms
Install the Vortex system canvas of the central boom
on section 1.

section 1

central boom

The central boom canvas must be placed inside the
canvas of section 1. Follow the previous instructions.

Picture of the central boom canvas assembled on
section 1.

BK 3024
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Assembling the Vortex canvas to the booms
After assembling the Vortex system canvas, run the
elastic cord between the canvas and the sections.

Tie the elastic cord at the end of section 3 according
to the illustration beside.

Run the elastic cord through the canvas rod and the
spray boom section.
rod

elastic cord

Picture of the elastic cord stretched from the spray
boom section through the canvas rod.
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Assembling the Vortex canvas to the booms
Where the canvas of section 3 meets the canvas
of section 2, and between section 2 and section
1, the elastic cord should run through the canvas
rods according to the illustration beside.

After running the elastic cord, tie the other end on
section 1.

BK 3024
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Assembling the PPE Compartment
Assembling the PPE Compartment
Remove the protective plastic from the PPE Compartment.

PPE Compartment

The PPE Compartment should be installed on the
sprayer left side next to the platform ladder.

place to install PPE
compartment

Note that there are four bolts where the PPE Compartment will be installed (detail S).

S

Remove the bolts and spacers and save them for
later.
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Assembling the PPE Compartment
Install the PPE Compartment as shown beside.

PPE Compartment

Open the PPE Compartment door.

Locate four holes inside the PPE Compartment
according to the illustration beside.

Insert the bolts to fasten the PPE Compartment.

BK 3024
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Assembling the PPE Compartment
Put the spacers (detail T) on the upper part of the
PPE Compartment before tightening the bolts.
T

Picture of the spacer between the PPE Compartment
and the platform.
spacer

Insert the bolts in the upper holes.

After inserting the four fastening bolts, tighten them.
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Assembling the PPE Compartment
Picture of the PPE Compartment assembled.

BK 3024
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Tests/Precautions
Picture of BK 3024 assembled

Tests/Precautions
After assembling BK3024 and before using it, read closely the Operator’s Manual shipped
with it. Before using BK3024, some precautions such as checking oil level, lubricating the lubrications points, and calibrating the tractor and the sprayer tires must be taken. All necessary
precautions are described in the operator’s manual. Hitch the sprayer to a tractor and fill in
the chemical tank with fresh water. Test if the sprayer is working properly on a leveled ground
free of obstacles.
After that, BK3024 is ready for use. Taking the precautions mentioned above and cleaning the
chemical circuit after a working day help improve the useful life and the performance of the
sprayer when spraying.
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